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Letters
Lay crff Helmut

N EED SOMETHING TO MAKE
your next party exciting? Then get

hip to Diana Johnstone arid tune in to
the latest buzzword of the: European
avant garde, "GermarilzatSen" (ITT,
Jan. 25).

What is it? Well, that's act entirely,
clear, since according to Johnstone it
hasn't actually happened IE Germany
yet. But whatever it is: it bears a strik-
ing resemblance To thai stalking horse
of the '60s, "repressive tolerance,"
whici: was used tc justify £ multitude
of follies.

In this case Ui" foiiy is terrorism.
Not that Johnstortr: Is wOlmj; to make
an overt justification of terrorism. She
is hardly so gauche. Katiier she con-
fines herself to discussing political fail-
ings (moral considerations never enter
into her critique), while providing a thin-
ly veiled contextual justification. Terror,
she suggests, is toe product of a German
cultural environment; is which (her statis-
tics) half the met; jxstt £ad>: WT.VSS.

The logic of her connection may seem
obscure, the barbarity z" wifs-beating
being so wide-spread.. c>u* what is not
obscure is Johnstonc:s concern with her
political pedigree. She invokes jailed
RAF lawyer Manic?' to tsi' us of the poli-
tical failings c? terrorise^ s.s if those
failings werer/i -ons covlc^s to non-
terrorists. Her aooroaar. is redolent of
those who kuev,' S"t;rt •• ,.v«s j bad man
on!v af'U" !56 y/n^s h5; v/as denounced
by Knrus,'.'-. •

Johnstone wr.ula uave aoitT. better to
come to gnpc win! itotoan dv:l society.

• Then she con"! riMvr. Mvr:irle&. f.'ivuig the
impression (wnich surely sae knew to
be false) tnat -.nr sack -," s^'iized left
opnosition to rii.-.iroi!f Scitddt is simply
a product o^ supt»ress>on ilrr^i at still-
ing the mo^- -nj-cnes -r '>r: ',j^es of Ul-
rike Mdm;<- r~—H wumar. -whsse moral
chastity w^ 'ou:iied fe'; j-/ Vier com-
patriots, vyn- 'i?2-bomf?iv! K synagogue
to show tii.r. '•••;!:/ had gottnn ever "the
Jewish tfHv:!i i !

 SI;ri were res/iy tc do what
had io be dc-rif. Like Jouns-ion^, I don't
doubt their ••'coufage." ..r^dsiege!

Brooklyn, N.Y.

WAS PLEASED TO SEE TWO
full pages devoted to coverage of Puer-

j to Rico (ITT, Jail. 23). But my pleasure
j turned to dismay and anger as I read the
! lead story which aismlssca independence

as an alternative for th« island's future
because "people ravaged by poverty"
fear an "economic disaster."

James Dietz fails to show how inde-

pendence could bring a worse disaster
than the present "commonwealth" (read
colony) status or the statehood "solu-
tion." Dietz himself shows that the cur-
rent 40 percent unemployment rate
would climb drastically if federal taxes
become applicable on the island. By re-
porting the comments of pro-common-
wealth and statehood elements without
discussing the views of independistas
concerning the pro-statehood congres-
sional report, Dietz appears to reject
the latter group as insignificant. Nor did
the two accompanying articles fill the
gap.

The article on reverse migration back
to Puerto Rico neglected to examine the
impact of these returnees on the employ-
ment situation and political scene. Did
unemployment and police repression in
the Puerto Rican community in the
States have anything to do with their
return?

How did the discovery of a striking
utility worker beneath a toppled trans-
mission power post damage the union's
position in the public eye?

The left press needs to cover Puerto
Rico more. Your spread left more ques-
tions unresolved than it answered, and
dismissed the most serious questions of
all—indpendence as a political alterna-
tlve! -ElissaJannes

Madison, Wise.

There are ways and ways

G . WILLIAM DOMHOFF MAY
be right when he characterizes the

Democratic party as "a coalition of blue-
collar workers, middle-income liberals,
and minorities" (/7T, Jan. 18), but I arn
amazed to find him characterizing the
leadership as "more moderate and pro-
gressive elements of the capitalist class."

The Carter administration is showing
us right now how "moderate and pro-
gressive elements" are used as window
dressing for the blue collar workers and
minorities but given no recognition on
their programmatic demands.

Whatever happened to Domhoffs
question, Who Rules America1'

Domhoff remembers that Uptun Sin
clair, running as a Democrat, gave the
election to a Republican but forced
him left. He remembers that Henry Wal-
lace, running third party, was a "dis-
aster" to the left and also the trade un-
ion movement. Does he remember that
Wallace forced Truman way to the left
of where Truman started?

Indeed, there are ways of being
Democrats that lead to a loss of social-
ist perspective. -Maggie Feigin

Los Angeles

Close encounter with cultists

I 'D LIKE TO REBUT BOBBY NEL-
son's long ad for Close Encounters

(ITT, Feb. 1).
The film may portray and dramatize,

but it doesn 't "explore questions of ex-

Our Pig Bladder War
Of
The Way If Through My Windshield
In the Vaudeville days it was always the craze
to beat one another \vith a dried pig's bladder,
For it made so much noise among all the boys,
That the audience roared as the actors got madder.

Soon our enemies found, a method so profound,
To break up and cU:f? all those of us on the Left,
Buying each of us w pig bladder, and getting us madder,
And encouraging us to beat one another to Death.
So today all the Left, from practices deft,
Still hammer away on each other and say,
"You're too far to the Right, get out o' my sight!"
Or, "Take that, you CommyS I'm twice as funny!"

So we strike and we hit, as we each do our bit,
To entertain those who laugh at our shit,
And divided we stand, each woman and man,
In a Pig Bladder War IE our Capitalist Land!
—Frank, "P. Tracker
Denver Coio~

traterrestrial intelligence that merit ser-
ious discussion." Nor is it uniquely non-
violent, peaceful, humanistic, exciting,.
or serious. What is unique is its connec-
tion with the UFO cult of believers who
evidently get emotional kicks out of dis-
regarding scientific objectivity.

Many, many, if not all science fiction
stories make the assumption of extrater-
restrial life—certainly Star Wars does!
But we don't have to honor the peculiar
prophets of extraterrestrial life made up
by the UFO cult.

Even if it takes the form of "a 40-
minute special effects spectacular por-
traying...a spirit of acosmic UN."

-William J. Mecham
Chemical Engineering Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Nuclear war just won't work

SIDNEY LENS' ACCOUNT OF THE
coming ability of the Pentagon to

wipe out the Soviet Union by a first
strike made credible by a guidance sys-
tem, that accurately seeks, finds and de-
stroys Soviet nuclear submarines, pre-
supposes that this would be to the ad-
vantage of American capitalism. But
let's see:

• Has the Pentagon also found a se-
cret way to isolate capitalist west Europe,
the Mideast and Japan from effects of
the incineration of Russia?

• Will the American people accept the
blast-death of 20 million of their own
people to say nothing of the poisons re-
leased on their crops and drinking water?

• How will the Pentagon control the
panic situation resulting from the news
of nuclear war?

» How will the rest of the world ac-
cept the destruction of such a large part
of the world in order to save capitalism?
Will they accept the results?

• WiH th«; Pentagon be able io
control world populations in the after-
math of this world tragedy?

If. boils down to this then: Nuciear
wai is no war at aii, and it benefits no
one—not even the victor .

What a disappointment to militarists
and their natural allies, the money-
changers. The brave new world has out-
dated war, but the Pentagon hasn't come
around to accepting it yet.

Oh. if the Soviet Union was on an-
other planet. How jolly it would be!

-Halg Minasian
Miami, Fla.

Hey, good looking!

I TT IS A THOUGHTFUL, ALERT,
responsive, objective—in its writing if

not in its choice of coverage—interest-
ing and stimulating. It is also the single
best looking newspaper I have ever seen,
and perhaps that's why I look forward
to reading it cover to cover each week.

Who says a paper must write a lot
about sex and violence to increase read-
ership? Who besides Rupert Murdoch,
thatls> -Robert Polner

Great Neck, N.Y.

Socialist baseball

I S IT REALLY SOCIALIST WHEN
the city council of Visalia, Calif. (ITT,

Jan. 18) agrees to pay travel and equip-
ment expenses for a Minnesota Twins
farm team? It sounds more like a good
deal for a capitalist firm, the Minne-
sota Twins, who are now supplied with
a pool of talent without having to pay
for it. Socialism requires more than
changing the paper ownership of the
company or team.

But we need not despair. Baseball, be-
ing a capitalist industry, includes strug-
gles against capitalism. For over three
decades before the formation of the Na-
tional League in 1876, players owned
their own teams. In 1884, the reserve
clause was instituted because players
"leap-frogged" their salaries by jump-
ing between the competing American
and National Leagues. Later in the 19th
century players formed the Brotherhood
of Professional Players during a battle

with the owners over an attempt at Tay-
lorism—the owners tried to set up an
"A" through "E" pay scale. Finally
we all know about the players' organi-
zations of the 1970s that have succeed-
ed in at least partially defeating the re-
serve clause.

These struggles are, to me, more in-
dicative of the struggle for socialism
than state "socialist" efforts to prop up
a failing business. MarkMaier

New York

Fager defends himself

| N THEIR RUSH TO BRAND ME AN
1 unprincipled scab and the San Fran-
cisco Bay Guardian the "J.P. Steveas
of alternative journalism" (ITT, Jan.
11), Eve Pell and Anita Frankel stum-
bled over several points of fact. Let me
cite four: the strike they were "expos-
ing" never involved a majority of the
Bay Guardian staff; it lasted eight
months, not 18; it occurred in 1976-77,
not 1975-76; and the Bay Guardian has
never attained even a modest financial
prosperity—it has hung on for 1I years
tenaciously, but not profitably.

These items are important not so
much in themselves as for what they im-
ply: The Bay Guardian strike was a com-
plicated affair, easy to distort into a sim-
plistic good-guys/bad-guys perspective.
As I lived through it, however, the strike
was a small-scale tragedy that pitted rea-
sonable, progressive people against each
other in a situation from which no one
emerged unscathed.

I was one of those people-. A free-
lancer ineligible for union membership,
I nonetheless respected the picket lines
for three weeks while weighing the is-
sues involved. Despite all the barbs
about the paper being rigidly anti-union,
most basic items had been agreed to;
the key difference was over the paper's
use of freelancers. Here, i found to rny
initial chagrin that I agreed more with
management than I did with the strikers.
1 hoped a settlement would relieve me
of having to act on my convictions by
crossing a picket line for the first time
in my life. But no such luck; the Lime
came soon enough'to put up or shut
up, and 1 put up.

In the end, the unions were decerti-
fied following a worker-initiated NLRB-
supervised election in which strikers were
eligible to vote, by a tally of 33 to zero
which should speak for itself. I have no
regrets about the stand I took.

I am now National Correspondent
for the Bay Guardian. In 1972 I was
president of the Phoenix Employees Un-
ion in Cambridge, Mass., when that un-
ion successfully struck against the news-
paper's publisher. -Chuck Fager

Arlington, Va.
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Roberta Lynch

As much a matter of principles
as of power

A socialist revolution is made not only
by those who actually carry its banner. It
is also the product of the small acts of
hundreds of thousands multiplied many
times over. It belongs to the perhaps mil-
lions of people who do not think of them-
selves as making a revolution, but simply
as doing what is necessary to preserve a
measure of human dignity. It is born not
just in its slogans or its program, but also
in its vision and its spirit. It is as much a
matter of principles as of power.

The strength of any socialist movement
depends on its ability to hold these ele-
ments—a moral ethos and political real-
ism—in balance, sometimes emphasizing
one over the other, but always seeking to
unify them. Yet as we have moved through
the 1970s—almost directly in proportion
to its declining ability to have an impact
on national policy or popular protest—
the non-sectarian left has become
increasingly preoccupied with questions
of effectiveness, to the exclusion of all
else.

Much of this concern with political
power is valuable—a much-needed cor-
rective to the lack of thoughtful and di-
rected activity that characterized parts
of the movements of the '60s. But in the
process of seeking to overcome past er-
rors, some of the elements most vital to
our movement have been lost—or at least
misplaced.

As realpolitik becomes the sine qua non
of politics, important aspects of the
positive heritage of the civil rights move-
ment and the women's movement are in
danger of being forgotten. The move-
ment today is missing the kind of moral
vision that enabled the early civil rights

efforts to inspire millions. And many of
its members have yet to integrate the fem-
inist perspective on the necessity of trans-
forming human relationships, as well as
economic ones.

Political purity or moral superiority are
not at issue, but whether we can develop
an alternative social vision that springs
from the experiences of working class
people, women, and minorities—that
really has at its heart both material needs
and the less tangible hunger for meaning
that gnaws at us all.

I was reminded of this in reading Alice
Walker's latest novel, Meridian. Walker
has written several other books, and her
writing is particularly important for us
as a movement that has not yet found its
heart. In order to maintain that essen-
tial balance, we need the insights into hu-
man beings and into American reality—
in this case, particularly black Ameri-
can reality—that a writer of Walker's
gifts provides.

In all of her works there is a certain fac-
ing down of that reality, a refusal to be
intimidated by it. There is the common-
place of horror. It is the stuff of daily life:
the dreams not simply deferred but dis-
torted beyond recognition; the hatred of
oppression that cannot be expressed twist-
ed into hatred of sisters and brothers;
the slow, imperceptible growth of malig-
nancies that eat at the soul.

But Walker's writing shines with a
fierce humanism as well—the conviction
that in exposing the horror there is also
brought to light the great courage that is
required just to go on living one day after
the other; the extraordinary resources pos-
sessed by the most "ordinary" of people;

the capacity not only for love (which is
so often selfish) but for generosity in the
meanest of situations.

Although she is not a polemical writer,
Walker is in her own way intensely poli-
tical. She demonstrates constantly and
concretely the ways that racism shapes
and deforms the lives of her characters,
as when she writes of a father who mur-
ders his daughter: "In a world where in-
nocence and guilt became further compli-
cated by questions of color and race, he
felt hesitant and weary as though all the
world were out to trick him."

Nor does Walker need an intricate an-
alysis to show that this oppression is sys-
temic. It is all there in the day-to-day de-
gradation of blacks, in the casual and
even unspoken contempt from whites,
and in the social and economic arrange-
ments that encompass them.

Alice Walker writes as well of women—,
their oppression and their strength. Mer-
idian puts to shame many of the "liber-
ated women" novels of white writers that
focus only on sexual gratification and
self-fulfillment. It presents instead a wo-
man whose identity grows from an in-
sistence on her own integrity and from
her deep commitment to others.

Walker understands painfully well the
destructive interaction of racism and sex-
ism—and the ways in which it particularly
brutalizes black women. Here is one of
the men in her novel, The Third Life of
Grange Copeland: "If he had done any
of it himself, he might not have resisted
the comfort...with all his heart. As it
was, he could not seem to give up his bit-
terness against his wife, who had proved
herself smarter...than he, «nd he,com-

plained...often and loudly, secretly sav-
oring thoughts of how his wife would
'come down' when he placed her once
more in a shack."

Yet for all her grasp of the parameters
set by oppression, Walker does not
allow her characters to escape responsi-
bility for their own actions. As Grange
Copeland tells his son: "I know the dan-
ger of putting all the blame on some-
body else for the mess that you make of
your life... You gits just as weak as water,
no feeling of doing nothing yourself.
Then you begins to think up evil and be-
gins to destroy everybody around you,
and you blames it on the crackers. Shit!
Nobody's as powerful as we make them
out to be. We got our own souls don't we?"

It is this sense that "we got our own
souls" that keeps hope alive. And it is
Walker's ability to maintain this hope

, while looking the harshest realities in the
eye that gives her work its best political
sensibility. Near the novel's conclusion,
Meridian sums up this refusal to suc-
cumb to despair: "Perhaps it will be my
part to walk behind the real revolution-
aries... and sing...songs they will need
once more to hear. For it is the song of
the people, transformed by the experiences
of each generation, that holds them to-
gether, and if any part of it is lost the peo-
ple suffer and are without soul."

I hope she's wrong about walking be-
hind. Any socialist movement that grows
up needs the Meridians in its ranks, be-
cause—like Alice Walker herself—they
help it to discover its own soul. •
Roberta Lynch is a member of the Nation-
al Committee of the New American Move-
meat,

Stanley Aronowitz

Art for art's sake is a plea
to be free of the market

Hans Koning's admirable statement
that politics and art are indissolubly linked
(ITT, Dec. 21, 1977) sadly approaches
the problem in a one-sided way. For Kon-
ing, the commitment of the writer to pol-
itics is a matter of moral responsibility
lather than being, a part of the very es-
sence of the art. In condemning such doc-
trines as "art for art's sake" Koning has
mistaken the demand for art's autonomy
from politics for the reality. For liter-
ature cannot separate itself from political
influences even if the writer disclaims in-
terest in political issues.

Koning has failed to come to grips with
the historical roots of the feigned indif-
ference of the artist to political concerns.
Most artists confront social and political
determinations as a form of oppression,
for politics intrudes as a limit on their
ability to produce art freely.

Af its most elementary level, the agony
qf the, artist in capitalist society begins
with the almost inevitable transformation
of all cultural production into commodi-
ties, Th^literary, graphics and music mar-
ketplaces', dominated by big corporations
and their charitable foundations impose
a considerable censorship upon both the
form and content of the arts. "Art for
art's sake" is the plea of the controlled
artist to be free of the commodity form
which, beyond the debates within the art
world itself, constitutes the social and poli-
tical constraint upon artistic production.

But the demand for political freedom
for the artist is opposed in the so-called
socialist countries by an instrumental view
of art. That is, the state requires the art-
ist to serve, not as a matter of choice,

but as a matter of command. Of course,
the artists may refuse political commit1-
ment that conforms, more or less, to the
line of the party. But they are also free,
under such circumstances, to abstain
from the public sphere. For if the artist
refuses to heed the political call of the
party leadership, the alternatives boil
down to other work besides art, or exile.
Which is not to deny that many impor-
tant works of art have been produced
under the repressive conditions of Soviet
conformity since 1930. Shostakovich,
Prokoviev, Sholokov and, of course, Solz-
henitsyn are among those who, despite
frequent disputes with the party's cultural
apparatus, managed to produce quite
good art.

The problem with Koning's invocation
of Brecht to support the argument that
politically committed art is a duty, not
just desirable, is that he forgets that
Brecht kept his money in a Swiss bank
even while living in East Germany and en-
joying prestige and fame in the Socialist
world. The relation of the intellectuals,
including artists, to politics has always
been uneasy. From the time of Galileo in
modern times (brilliantly portrayed by
Brecht himself) to the present, the intel-
lectual has had to face the intrusion of
politics as a repressive force as much as
deciding whether to become committed
to politics. For ruling classes and groups
have never trusted intellectuals, even
when they have been bought and paid for.
As Hans Magnus Enzensberger has point-
ed out, both the U.S. and the eastern
European countries have too often
Employed poets to write patriotic hymns

or, it may be added, to help sell war
bonds. But the role of art as critique of
society need not take the form of politi-
cally committed work. In some instances
formal innovations may themselves
constitute a critique of the demands of
the majority of ruling classes and their
retainers for maudlin, sentimental art
that portrays the world as harmonious,
that strictly excludes a suggestion of dis-
sonance. Thus, Samuel Beckett, Arnold
Schoenberg, the early Bob Dylan, some
of the Rolling Stones and the Beatles
have, at various moments, made their
alienation from the dominant forms of
artistic expression known in many ways
that are not directly political.

Political art, despite its intentions, may
be conformist if it does not address the
problem of the narrowing of the universe
of sensibility that has invaded most audi-
ences. In modern capitalism, the tolerance
for forms of artistic expression that are
not familiar, especially in music and
painting, is so low that those artists who
dare to turn their backs on conventional
art risk starvation Jf they persist. • •

John Updike and Norman Mailer may
not be taken as representative writers
among those who profess indifference to
public events. Both are successful writ-
ers of the marketplace. The issue is better
stated with reference to the mass of
artists who never make it, who support
themselves, at best, as copywriters and
illustrators for ad agencies, or worse, by
writing porno under assumed names hop-
ing to get their more serious work pub-
lished or performed by reputable organi-
zations. Their attempt to escape the iron

laws of the literary fleshpots drives them
toward a kind of protest that proclaims
the private sphere to be sublime. Rather
than admonishing these people to become
politically engaged, it would be better to
examine the role of the left with respect to
the arts.

The history of left relations to artists
is littered with dogmatism and self right-
eous attacks on those who fail to sign
petitions or to conform to Marxist codes.
Only a few left critics, notably some like
Georg Lukacs and Herbert Marcuse, have
recognized that in a society marked by
growing bureaucratization of the arts
and by their degradation into canons de-
termined by exchange value, the forms
of protest against domination may be
varied and deserve the support of the left,
even if they do not take political expres-
sion. Further, it may be that the best art
is produced, not only by those artists who
see themselves as.engaged, but also by
those who refuse-to engage '.:emselves
with the canon as ?j4eterrriined by critics,
parties and buyers,, j^ £ -;

I.believe that itfs onfy%hen the social-
ist left can come to terms with its own
history in relation to the arts and with
the multiple ways that artists seek to
emancipate themselves from all forms of
domination, including political domina-
tion, that it can successfully persuade art-
ists that political commitment may not
entail enslavement. •
Stanley Aronowitz is Professor of Com-
parative Culture in the Social Studies
School, University of California, Irvine,
and author of False Promises and Food,
Shelter and the American Dream.
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